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8a) Graphic Design: Logo

TDOT’s Fast Fix 8 Project
Logo Goal:
Introduce stakeholders to a new project which involves shutting down a nearly two mile stretch of I-40 in Downtown Nashville for 13 weekends to replace eight bridges
Measureable Results: Various Uses of Logo
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Only in Tennessee .... A Belt Buckle!!
Fast fix: TDOT to repair eight downtown bridges during 13 weekend closures

The Tennessee Department of Transportation Tuesday unveiled an ambitious plan to fix eight bridges along Interstate 40 in the downtown Nashville area.

Dubbed "Fast Fix 8," the project will impact the west side of I-40's southbound lanes between June 2015 and June 2016, resulting in 13 weekend closures.

"Built in 1968, the twin eastbound and westbound bridges that cross over Herman Street, Clinton Street, Jo Johnston Avenue and Charlotte Avenue show..."